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Purpose: Non-cognitive admission criteria are typically used in chiropractic student selection to supplement grades. The reliability of non-cognitive student admission criteria in chiropractic education has not previously been examined. In addition, very few studies have examined the overall test generalizability of composites of non-cognitive admission variables in admission to health science programs. The aim of this study was to estimate the generalizability of a composite selection to a chiropractic program, consisting of: application form information, a written motivational essay, a common knowledge test, and an admission interview.

Methods: Data from 105 Chiropractic applicants from the 2007 admission at the University of Southern Denmark were available for analysis. Each admission parameter was double scored using two random, blinded, and independent raters. Variance components for applicant, rater and residual effects were estimated for a mixed model with the restricted maximum likelihood method. The reliability of obtained applicant ranks (generalizability coefficients) was calculated for the individual admission criteria and for the composite admission procedure.

Results: Very good generalizability was found for the common knowledge test ($G_D=1.00$) and the admission interview ($G_D=0.88$). Good generalizability was found for application form information ($G_D=0.75$) and moderate generalizability ($G_D=0.50$) for the written motivation essay. The generalizability of the final composite admission procedure, which was a weighted composite of all 4 admission variables was good ($G_c = 0.80$). Conclusion: Good generalizability for a composite admission to a chiropractic program was found. Optimal weighting and adequate sampling are important for obtaining optimal generalizability. Limitations and suggestions for future research are discussed. (J Chiropr Educ 2009;23(1):8–16)
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INTRODUCTION

Admission and Attrition

A search of the websites of the 15 Council of Chiropractic Education (CCE) accredited chiropractic colleges in the US performed in August 2008, revealed that at least 14 of these used one or more ‘non-cognitive’ admission criteria, typically: letters of recommendation, references, written essays and admission interviews. Similarly, the four CCE accredited European chiropractic programs all appeared to use at least an admission interview of applicants as part of their admission procedure. The perceived need for using such admission tools in chiropractic education to complement admission based purely on previous grades is understandable. While a grade point average traditionally used in student selection may provide some information regarding applicants’ average academic skills and their diligence across a range of different sciences, it does not guarantee their motivation for, or their knowledge of, the program or the future profession chosen. The completion of a demanding program, in this case a 5 year MSc chiropractic program, is likely...
to depend on a range of factors in addition to general education and study skills. Such factors include genuine subject interest, motivation, social situation, social skills and perseverance. Existing qualitative and quantitative research on attrition indicate that a substantial number of Danish university students might be wrongly matched with a program or profession from the outset - at the point of admission.¹ ²

**Complementary Admission**

In 2002 the Faculty of Health Sciences at the University of Southern Denmark developed an admission to complement selection based purely on grades, to try to sift out applicants that were most reflective and informed about the programs and future careers and who also displayed interpersonal skills relevant for careers in the health science programs delivered (medicine, public health, chiropractic, sports science). The supplementary battery of admission criteria for the chiropractic program presented here consisted of measures of levels of qualification, motivation, common knowledge, and admission interview performance. Few other test situations in education deserve to be designated ‘high-stakes’ more than an admission test. Therefore, the right balance between reliability validity, acceptability and feasibility of the selection process is paramount.³

**Reliability in Admission**

Reliability in admission is important because it reflects on the extent to which applicants can be ranked consistently. Unreliable selection is not just a harmless exercise - it is unethical, useless and a waste of institutional resources. In the end, unreliable selection is therefore a liability for all stakeholders of the program. For the educational researcher, reliability is also important because it places an upper limit on the subsequent maximum possible test validity, because the maximum test validity obtainable is the square root of its reliability coefficient.⁴ Once test reliability is known, it is in fact possible to correct validity studies for unreliability,⁵ thereby effectively increasing the signal by noise reduction. Validity studies in selection are also paramount, McManus³ formulates it nicely, “All assessments in selection are implicit predictions of future behaviour of a candidate. If there is no correlation with those future behaviours then they are not useful, however much assessors may agree about them.”

A search of the databases ERIC, psychINFO, and PubMed with the search terms admission/selection and chiropractic and reliability/generalizability did not reveal any studies on the reliability of admission to chiropractic programs for comparison. In fact, most research on student selection to health professions has been done in the field of medical education, where competition for places is typically very fierce. There is a preponderance of evidence in support of using previous academic achievements (e.g. A-levels, MCAT scores etc.) as selection criteria in medical education.⁵ However, while previous academic achievement is the best known independent predictor of pre-graduate success in medical⁶–⁸ and chiropractic education⁹, even at its best, it is only of moderate strength. Unfortunately, the overall evidence on most other predictors (often termed ‘non-cognitive’ predictors) is comparatively scarce³ and even less convincing.³ ⁸ ¹⁰–¹⁴

The admission interview is widely used in medical education¹⁵ and it is probably the best examined of the non-cognitive selection tools.¹⁰ While the admission interview appears to have at least high ‘face validity’ for testing non-cognitive skills, such as communication skills and interpersonal skills, its reliability is controversial in health science education.⁸ ¹⁵–¹⁷ Even less evidence exists on the reliability (and validity) of submitted written statements as selection tools such as our ‘written motivation’ or the ‘essay’ used at some US chiropractic programs.⁸ ¹¹ ¹⁸

Only a handful of studies in education examined the reliability of admission criteria with generalizability theory, and most of these revolve around the admission interview in medicine.¹⁵,¹⁶,¹⁹–²³ Very little has been published on the generalizability of composite admission procedures in medical education²¹,²² Classical reliability measures conceptualize a measurement as the sum of a true score and undifferentiated error. Generalizability theory is an extension of classical test theory, which allows for disentanglement and estimation of multiple sources of error variance within the same study.²⁴ The results may reveal important sources of error variance, which may be targeted specifically to improve overall test reliability. Subsequent mathematical modeling allows for reliability estimates of both actual test conditions and alternative test strategies tailored to specific settings and needs. This makes generalizability theory more flexible than classical test theory.⁴,²⁴–²⁸
The aim of this study was: to estimate the generalizability of the admission to the chiropractic program during the admission in spring 2007. The objectives were:

1. to estimate the contributions to variance in scores,
2. to estimate the generalizability of individual admission parameters used, and
3. to estimate the overall generalizability of the composite admission process to chiropractic.

METHODS

Participants
The sampling frame was all the eligible applicants to the course of chiropractic who participated in the admission test in May 2007 at the Faculty of Health Sciences, at the University of Southern Denmark. All applicants with a sufficient grade point average (GPA) for the chiropractic course were invited to participate in the admission test. Fifty students were to be selected eventually: ten based on the highest GPA only, and forty based on their composite admission test rank.

Ethics
The study was registered with the Regional Ethics Committee and the Danish Data Protection Agency and fulfilled their requirements before it was initiated.

Admission Variables
Participants were scored on four admission variables: qualification, motivation, common knowledge, and an admission interview.

The qualification score was derived from the application form. Applicants submitted a standard national application form which contained specific questions developed nationally by Coordinated Application to be used in admission to all higher education in Denmark. A scoring manual was developed by the admission group of the Faculty of Health Sciences at the University of Southern Denmark. Scores were assigned for: Relevance and quantity of previous work experiences (0–35 points), past educational qualifications (0–35 points), foreign exchange experiences (0–10 points) and organizational/voluntary work (0–20 points). Highest scores were assigned to: Jobs involving care, qualifications in health sciences, foreign exchange experiences involving care/voluntary work, and leadership experience. An overall qualification score between 0–100 points was assigned to each applicant by summing up scores in each category.

The motivation measure was based on a written statement in the essay format to assess: written communication skills, knowledge of the chosen course and profession, reflections on past experiences, reflections on choice of study, and future employment plans. The written motivation was prepared on-site as part of the admission test. Each of the five sub-domains was tentatively assigned a plus or a minus score at first only to guide an overall score, which was one direct score between 0–100 on a global rating scale.

Common knowledge was assessed with a 60 question/15 minutes multiple choice test, consisting of a wide variety of content sub-domains, eg: biology, physics, arts, news, music, health, politics etc. The format was ‘one best answer’. The number of correct answers in the common knowledge test was converted to a 0–100 percentage score. The test was developed by a chief psychologist from the Section for Selection, a part of the Institute for Military Psychology in the Danish Army. The common knowledge test was administered on the admission test day.

The admission interview was a 25 minute semi-structured interview to assess: subject interest, expectations, maturity for age, social skills, stress tolerance, empathy, and general interview behavior. Each of these domains was given a tentative score of 1–5, only to guide the interviewer to an overall score, which was one direct score between 0–100 on a global rating scale. A list of 68 appropriate key questions was available, but interviewers were free to supplement these with their own questions where necessary to uncover relevant information on the domains to be assessed only. A score between 0–100 on a global rating scale was given. The admission interview took place on the admission test day.

The 1–100 global rating scales used for the written motivation and the interview were subdivided into 11 numbered points, eg 0, 10, 20,… 100, mainly to ensure a self-explanatory midpoint. No testing of the scales has currently been undertaken. Each admission variable was, for the purpose of this study scored by two random, independent raters on separate marking sheets. The common knowledge questionnaires were scanned and scored electronically on two separate occasions giving rise to two independent ratings of the same performance. The
raters of qualification and motivation were experienced faculty members, and they were blinded with regards to scores other than their own. Interview panels consisted of one faculty and one student interviewer, and each panel interviewed around 6–7 applicants. All interview raters were given thorough instructions on good habits for independent scoring on at least two occasions both in writing and verbally. To prevent bias, they were asked to avoid discussing scores before scoring, to keep a neutral body language until scoring was complete, and not to change the first given score. An afternoon training session was held for interviewers.

Analysis

For quality control purposes, paper data was converted to electronic data twice by two different operators. The two entries were compared with each other once and with the original scores on the marking sheets once. The disattenuated correlation matrix presented in the results was estimated with STATA 9.2 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX) using the Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) method. Variance components for a mixed model were estimated with the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method. This method was used because the design was incomplete and unbalanced. The data can be described as ‘naturalistic’ and as such contained both crossed and nested situations between applicants and raters. However, it was possible to estimate three variance components using the REML method: Firstly, the applicant variance ($\sigma^2_p$) or the applicant effect, which is the variance in scores that can be attributed to applicant differences, i.e. poor vs. good performers. Secondly, the rater variance ($\sigma^2_r$) or the rater effect, which is the variance in scores due to difference in rater stringency or leniency. And finally, a residual ($\sigma^2_{pr,e}$), which is the variance attributable to the applicant-rater interaction plus random error. Analysis was performed using STATA 9.2, which supplied the standard errors (SE), the confidence intervals (CI), and the co-variances and correlations used to calculate G-coefficients.

The generalizability coefficient ($G$), a measure of the reliability of the obtained rank order of an applicant, was calculated for each individual admission variable using the formula:

$$G = \sigma^2_p/(\sigma^2_p + \sigma^2_{pr,e}/n_t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $n_t$ is the number of raters used in the discipline. Generalizations were made to a universe of a random rater and a fixed admission variable on this occasion. The Decision studies for composite G-coefficients for the final composite selection processes were calculated with mGENOVA version 2.1 (Robert L. Brennan, Iowa Testing Programs, University of Iowa) by direct input of the correlations, variances, and co-variances for each admission variable estimated with STATA 9.2. In mGENOVA, composite p, r and pr,e variance components were found by summing the weighted elements in the respective variance-covariance matrices. From this, a composite generalizability coefficient, $G_c$, was derived. The formula for estimating $G_c$, coefficients with mGENOVA was:

$$G_c = \sigma^2_p/(\sigma^2_p + \sigma^2_{pr,e}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $c$ denotes that composite variance components were used. The composite index of dependability, $\Phi_c$, a measure of the composite reliability of the absolute score of an applicant, was calculated in a similar manner with the formula:

$$\Phi_c = \sigma^2_p/(\sigma^2_p + \sigma^2_r + \sigma^2_{pr,e})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The weights assigned to each variable in the composite G for the 2007 admission were based on administrative stakeholders’ intuition. Alternative test strategies presented here as illustrative examples were found by performing alternative multivariate decision studies (D-studies) based on the estimated variance components from the 2007 admission. The alternative test strategies were found by weighting those admission parameters with the higher G more and assigning more raters to the admission parameters with low G.

RESULTS

105 invited applicants participated in the chiropractic admission test, yielding complete data from all 105 participants for analysis. Of these, 60/105 (57.1%) were women and 45/105 (42.9%) were men. Their average age was 21.3 years (SD = 2.5 years). The applicant nationalities were: 62/105 (59.0%) Danish, 24/105 (22.9%) Norwegian, 14/105 (13.3%) Swedish, and 5/105 (4.8%) were of other nationalities. Of the 105 applicants, 64/105 (61.0%), had the chiropractic program as their first priority on the application form.

The disattenuated correlation coefficients between admission variables were low-moderate (Table 1).
Table 1. Disattenuated correlation matrix\(^a\) for admission variables to chiropractic in 2007 (\(N = 105\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Interview</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>0.19(^*)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.23(^*)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.37(^***)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*the correlation between variables after removal of measurement error. \(^*p \leq 0.05.\) \(^**p \leq 0.01.\) \(^***p \leq 0.001.\)

Table 2. Variance components for admission variables to chiropractic in 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>(\sigma^2)</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>(\sigma^2)</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>(\sigma^2)</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>152.81</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>348.06</td>
<td>55.36</td>
<td>78.06</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>92.04</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>20.65</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>223.23</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>70.72</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>18.17</td>
<td>16.60</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>23.52</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>273.22</td>
<td>59.62</td>
<td>49.25</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>18.72</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>268.08</td>
<td>37.25</td>
<td>48.33</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The \(p\) effect is the variance attributable to differences in applicants. The \(r\) effect is the variance attributable to differences in rater stringency/leniency. The \(p_r,e\) effect (residual) is the variance attributable to applicant and rater interaction plus random error, which in this case equals the relative error. \(\sigma^2\) = estimated variance component value, SE = standard error, \% = the percentage of total variance for the admission variable, df = degrees of freedom. N/A = not applicable.

The estimated variance components and their relative contribution to the total variance in scores are displayed for each admission parameter in Table 2. Even though the interview, the motivation and qualification variables had the largest values of applicant variance they also had the largest residual values, which in this case equal the relative error variance (Table 2). The written motivation in particular had a large residual contributing almost as much to the total variance in motivation scores as the applicant did. Differences in rater stringency (rater effect) generally contributed relatively little (\(\leq 5.76\%\)) to the total variance in scores (Table 2) for all four admission variables.

The relationship between the applicant variance (the true score estimate) and the residual (relative error variance) for each admission variable is reflected in the estimated generalizability coefficients (\(G\)) in Table 3. The common knowledge test would most likely have reached G-coefficients of at least 0.90 even if only one rating had been used (Table 3). The admission interview and qualification needed at least 3 raters for a G greater than 0.90 (Table 3). The written motivation would most likely not have reached that level of reliability even with 3 ratings per applicant (Table 3).

In the actual admission to chiropractic in 2007, the intuitive weighting and number of raters used for each admission variable were as outlined in Table 4. The composite generalizability of an obtained applicant rank, \(G_c\), in the 2007 admission was found to be 0.80 (Table 4). The reliability of the final composite absolute admission score of an applicant, \(\Phi_c\), was only slightly lower (0.78, Table 4). Alternative 1 and 2 in Table 4 are illustrative examples of alternative test strategies, based on the estimated variance components of the 2007 admission reported in Table 2. They are only two examples of many other possible alternatives.

DISCUSSION

Overall, good generalizability was found for the composite admission procedure of a chiropractic program, which consisted of four individual admission parameters.

The disattenuated correlation coefficients between admission variables were low to moderate, indicating acceptable discriminant validity of individual parameters (Table 1).
Table 3. Generalizability of individual admission elements for chiropractic in 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(N_r=1)</th>
<th></th>
<th>(N_r=2)</th>
<th></th>
<th>(N_r=3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>[95% CI]</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>[95% CI]</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>[1.00–1.00]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>[1.00–1.00]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>[0.72–0.87]</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>[0.84–0.93]</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>[0.67–0.83]</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>[0.80–0.91]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>[0.36–0.65]</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>[0.54–0.80]</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(N_r\) = the number of raters/ratings. G is the reliability coefficient of the obtained rank order of an applicant. 
\(G = \frac{\sigma^2_p}{\sigma^2_p + \sigma^2_p + \sigma^2_p}\), using the estimated variance components \(\sigma^2\) for the p and the pr,e effects reported in table 2.

Table 4. Composite generalizability coefficients for admission to chiropractic 2007 and alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Admission 2007</th>
<th>Alternative 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge, (n_r) (wt).</td>
<td>1 (0.20)</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td>1 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview, (n_r) (wt).</td>
<td>2 (0.25)</td>
<td>2 (0.50)</td>
<td>2 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification, (n_r) (wt).</td>
<td>1 (0.35)</td>
<td>1 (0.20)</td>
<td>3 (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation, (n_r) (wt).</td>
<td>1 (0.20)</td>
<td>1 (0.05)</td>
<td>3 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma^2_p) (SD)</td>
<td>91.70 (9.58)</td>
<td>130.38 (11.42)</td>
<td>91.70 (9.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma^2(\hat{\delta})) (SD)</td>
<td>22.70 (4.76)</td>
<td>15.15 (3.89)</td>
<td>9.48 (3.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma^2(\Delta)) (SD)</td>
<td>25.64 (5.06)</td>
<td>16.62 (4.08)</td>
<td>10.58 (3.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_c</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Phi_c)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(N_r\) = the number of raters/ratings, wt = the weights given to individual parameters, \(\sigma^2_p\) is the composite applicant variance, \(\sigma^2(\hat{\delta})\) is the composite relative error variance, \(\sigma^2(\Delta)\) is the composite absolute error variance. \(G_c\) is the composite generalizability coefficient, a measure of the reliability of a composite applicant rank. \(\Phi_c\) is the composite Index of Dependability, a measure of the reliability of the composite absolute score assigned to an applicant. \(\Phi_c = \frac{\sigma^2_p}{\sigma^2_p + \sigma^2(\Delta)}\).

The variance component ‘rater effect’ (Table 2) is not applicable (N/A) for the common knowledge test, because no human rater was involved, rather this multiple choice test was scored electronically on two separate occasions. It was included in this study, because it was a weighted component in the composite admission, and as such contributed with applicant variance to the final composite admission rank.

Generalizability of Individual Variables

Error is naturally omnipresent in assessments. A proactive and responsible approach to this condition—particularly in ‘high stakes’ situations – is to estimate the size and influence of error, and to curb it most efficiently within the frame of what is feasible in a given setting. Error variance from many sources (eg rater, item, occasion, other) is most likely the reality in any type of assessment—not just in student selection - but it can be diminished by adequate sampling of the facets contributing with error variance.

Qualification

Good generalizability \((G = 0.75, n_r = 1)\) was found for our qualification variable (Table 3) with its four different content sub-domains. Oosterveld and ten Cate also investigated the generalizability of application form information for comparison. Their applicants were also scored on four domains but the format was of the short answer type whereas ours was simply scoring the submitted evidence of previous qualifications by means of a relatively structured scoring manual. They found poorer generalizability \((G = 0.28–0.37, n_r = 1)\) for their type of application form variable.\(^{21}\)

Written Motivation

Poor-moderate generalizability was found for the written motivation \((G = 0.50, n_r = 1)\), Table 3) which is in concordance with the existing literature on autobiographical submissions in medical edu-
Nayer and Howe found high overall test generalizability ($G = 0.76–0.78$) for an off-site written personal statement used in admission to physiotherapy. Broad sampling of content (17 item questionnaire) and raters ($n_r = 3$) as well as horizontal scoring of each item, is likely to have contributed positively to such a result.\(^{20}\)

**Admission Interview**

Very good generalizability was found for the admission interview ($G = 0.88$, $n_r = 2$, Table 3). The generalizability of admission interviews have been examined to some extent within medical education. This research reveal very varied results with coefficients ranging from 0.27–0.80.\(^{15,16,19,23,31,32}\) The strength of generalizability studies is the flexibility of their designs. The trade off is, that comparison with other research results is no longer straightforward. Suffice to say, that the $G$ for our admission interview was in the high range compared to previous results. However, both item and occasion may have been acting as hidden facets to confound our results. Some researchers found error variance stemming from an item effect (difference in question difficulty) and its interactions to be important for admission interviews.\(^{15,16,19,23,31,32}\) Interestingly, Kreiter et al\(^{32}\) found that moving from a fully structured interview using the same questions for each applicant (item as a fixed facet) to a less structured format with random questions from a question bank for each applicant (item as a random facet), was not particularly influential on the generalizability obtained. It is well known that that students’ performance in assessments generally is content specific, ie dependent on the topic tested.\(^{33}\) Kreiter et al\(^{16}\) managed to identify error variance from an occasion effect in an admission interview. So, it would probably be wise to include an occasion facet in future G-study designs if at all possible or at least view occasion as a potential hidden facet in the interpretation of results, if it is not included.

**Composite Generalizability**

We found good generalizability ($G_c = 0.80$) for the composite selection procedure to the chiropractic program (Table 4). The equivalent composite generalizability coefficient of the composite admission procedure for 307 medical applicants at the same Faculty in 2007, which was a composite of qualification, common knowledge and interview scores only, was estimated to be 0.82.\(^{22}\) One other published study reported a composite admission procedure to medical school and found moderate-good generalizability ($G = 0.72–0.74$) combining the three admission variables: application form information, admission interview and a study sample assessment procedure.\(^{21}\)

Minimum reliability coefficients of 0.90 have been suggested for high stakes test situations.\(^{27}\) In the case of admission to chiropractic in 2007, simply changing the intuitive weighting of individual admission variables in the composite to one based on evidence, a relatively simple and purely administrative task, could have secured a $G_c$ of 0.90 (Table 4, alternative 1). Had the weighting used in 2007 been important for content validity reasons, a $G_c$ of at least 0.90 could also have been reached by using more raters for the variables with the lowest $G$ (Table 4, alternative 2). The latter alternative may of course affect the test feasibility negatively. Many other alternative test strategies combining both evidence based weighting and use of raters are of course also possible.

**Limitations**

The generalizability coefficients estimated in this study is based on a single administration of a test form similar to measures of internal consistency in classical test theory. Lower coefficients would be expected if elements of test stability (same form of a test on two different occasions) or stability and equivalence (two different forms on two different occasions) had been incorporated into the generalizability coefficient.\(^{25}\) So, one limitation of this study is the confinement of the universe of generalization, in this case to: a fixed universe of admission criteria employed, and on one fixed occasion.

Another main limitation of this and similar studies typically occur by failing to disentangle important effects contributing to error variance (eg items, occasions, other), which in turn leads to confounding of results. Unfortunately, replication of an authentic admission tests on separate occasions, which would allow for the disentanglement of an occasion effect, is rarely feasible and would probably be unacceptable to many stakeholders. Likewise, items are not always readily disentangled from all of the admission parameters used, as was the case for our written motivation and our semi-structured admission interview. Effects which are not disentangled or identified
may act as ‘hidden facets’. The variance associated with a hidden fixed effect will be confounded with the variance components actually estimated, and result in deflated error variance and inflated applicant effect and generalizability. In contrast, the variance associated with a hidden random facet may either deflate or inflate the estimated generalizability. Future research on generalizability of admission procedures and other assessments in higher education should therefore try to disentangle as many important sources of variance simultaneously as feasible.

CONCLUSION

We found good generalizability for a composite admission procedure to a chiropractic program consisting of four individual admission parameters. Some confounding of results due to hidden facets cannot be ruled out. Optimal weighting and adequate sampling are important for obtaining good generalizability.
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